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estimator by means of r-order detected cyclic frequencies. 
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ANTENNA PROCESSING METHOD FOR 
POTENTIALLY NON-CENTERED 
CYCLOSTATIONARY SIGNALS 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

1. Field of the Invention 
The invention relates to an antenna processing method for 

potentially non-centered or centered cyclostationary sources. 
It can be applied for example to CPFSK sources With 

integer modulation index. 
The invention relates, for example, to a method for the 

separation of potentially non-centered, cyclostationary sig 
nals received by a receiver of a communications system com 
prising several sources or emitters. The term “cyclostation 
ary” also designates the particular case of stationary signals. 

It can also be applied to the angular localiZation or goni 
ometry of potentially non-centered cyclostationary sources. 

The invention can be applied especially in radiocommuni 
cations, space telecommunications or passive listening to 
these links, in frequencies ranging from the VLF (Very LoW 
Frequency) to the EHF (Extremely High Frequency). 

In the present description, the term “blind separation” des 
ignates the separation of emitters With no knowledge What 
soever of the signals sent, the term “centered signal” refers to 
a signal Without any continuous component that veri?es 
E[x(t)]:0, and the term “non-stationary signal” refers to a 
signal Whose statistics are time-dependent. 

2. Description of the Prior Art 
In many contexts of application, the reception of signals of 

interest for the receiver is very often disturbed by the presence 
of other signals (or sources) known as parasites, Which may 
correspond either to delayed versions of the signals of interest 
(through multiple-path propagation), or to interfering sources 
Which may be either deliberate or involuntary (in the case of 
co-channel transmissions). This is especially the case With 
radiocommunications in urban areas, subject to the phenom 
enon of multiple paths resulting from the re?ections of the 
signal on surrounding ?xed or moving obstacles potentially 
disturbed by the co-channel transmissions coming from the 
neighboring cells that re-use the same frequencies (in the case 
of F/TDMA or Frequency/Time Division Multiple Access 
netWorks). This is also the case With the HF (High Frequency) 
ionospherical links disturbed by the presence, at reception, of 
the multiple paths of propagation resulting from the re?ec 
tions on the different ionospherical layers and of parasitic 
emitters due to high spectral congestion in the HF range. 

For all these applications, Whether it is for purposes of 
radiocommunications or for listening and technical analysis 
of the sources received, the sources need to be separated 
before other processing operations speci?c to the application 
considered are implemented. Furthermore, for certain appli 
cations such as passive listening, the sources received are 
totally unknoWn to the receiver (there are no available leam 
ing sequences, the Waveforms are unknoWn, etc.) and their 
angular localiZation or goniometry may prove to be dif?cult 
(because of coupling betWeen sensors) or costly (because of 
the calibration of the aerials) to implement. This is Why it may 
prove to be highly advantageous to implement a source sepa 
ration technique in a totally autodidactic or self-leaming Way, 
that is, by making use of no a priori information on the 
sources, apart from the assumption of the statistical indepen 
dence of these sources. 

The ?rst studies on the separation of sources by self-leam 
ing appeared in the mid-1980s in the Work of Jutten and 
Herault [1]. Since then, these studies have been constantly 
developing for mixtures of sources, both convolutive (time 
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2 
spread multiple-path propagation channels) and instanta 
neous (distortion-free channels). A conspectus of these stud 
ies is presented in the article [2] by P. Comon and P. Chevalier. 
A certain number of techniques developed are called second 
order techniques because they use only the information con 
tained in the second-order statistics of the observations, as 
described in reference [3] for example. By contrast, other 
techniques, knoWn as higher-order techniques, described for 
example in the reference [4], generally use not only second 
order information but also information contained in statistics 
above the second order. These include the techniques knoWn 
as cumulant-based, fourth-order techniques Which have 
received special attention oWing to their performance poten 
tial (reference [2]) and the relative simplicity of their imple 
mentation. 

HoWever, almost all the techniques of self-learned source 
separation available to date have been designed to separate 
sources assumed to be stationary, centered and ergodic, on the 
basis of estimators of statistics of observations quali?ed as 
being empirical, asymptotically unbiased and consistent on 
the basis of the above assumptions. 
TWo families of second-order separators are presently 

available. Those of the ?rst family (Fl) (reference [3], using 
the SOBI method shoWn schematically in FIG. 1) are aimed at 
separating statistically independent sources assumed to be 
stationary, centered and ergodic Whereas those of the second 
family (F2) (reference [6], using the cyclic SOBI method) are 
designed to separate statistically independent sources 
assumed to be cyclostationary, centered and cycloergodic. 
TWo families of fourth-order separators are presently avail 

able. For example, those of the ?rst family (F3) (reference [4] 
by J. F. Cardoso andA. Souloumiac, using the JADE method 
shoWn schematically in FIG. 2) are aimed at separating sta 
tistically independent sources assumed to be stationary, cen 
tered and ergodic While those of the second family (F4) (ref 
erence A. Ferreol and Chevalier [8] using the cyclic JADE 
technique) are designed to separate statistically independent 
sources assumed to be cyclostationary, centered and cycloer 
godic. 

HoWever, most of the sources encountered in practice are 
non-stationary and, more particularly, cyclostationary (With 
digitally modulated sources) and in certain cases determinis 
tic (pure carriers). Furthermore, some of these sources are not 
centered. This is especially the case for deterministic sources 
and for certain digitally and non-linearly modulated sources 
as in the case of CPFSK sources With integer modulation 
index. This means that the empirical estimators of statistics 
classically used to implement the current techniques of self 
leamed source separation no longer have any reason to 
remain unbiased and consistent but are liable to become 
asymptotically biased. This may prevent the separation of the 
sources as shoWn in the document byA. Ferreol and P. Cheva 
lier [5] for centered cyclostationary sources (linear digital 
modulations). 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

The invention relates to an antenna processing method for 
centered or potentially non-centered cyclostationary signals, 
comprising at least one step in Which an nth order statistics 
estimator is obtained from r-order statistics, With 1:1 to n-l, 
and for one or more values of r, a step for the correction of the 
empirical estimators, by means of r-order detected cyclic 
frequencies, exploiting the potentially non-centered charac 
ter of the observations. 
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It comprises for example a step for the separation of the 
emitter sources of the signals received by using one of the 
second-order estimators or fourth-order estimators proposed. 

It is also used for the angular localiZation or goniometry of 
the signals received. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

Other features and advantages of the inventions shall 
appear more clearly from the folloWing description of a non 
exhaustive exemplary embodiment and from the appended 
?gures, of Which: 

FIGS. 1 and 2 shoW prior art separation techniques, respec 
tively knoWn as the SOBI and JADE techniques, 

FIG. 3 exempli?es a receiver according to the invention, 

FIG. 4 is a diagram of the steps according to the invention 
applied to the SOBI technique of separation, 

FIG. 5 is a diagram of the steps of the method according to 
the invention applied to the JADE technique of separation, 

FIGS. 6A and 6B shoW results of separation using a classic 
estimator or an estimator according to the invention, 

FIG. 7 shoWs the convergence of the estimator, 

FIG. 8 is a draWing of the steps implemented according to 
the invention for the cyclic JADE method, and 

FIG. 9 is a high level draWing of the steps implemented 
according to the invention. 

MORE DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

The method according to the invention enables the process 
ing especially of potentially non-centered or centered cyclos 
tationary sources. It can be applied, for example, to the sepa 
ration of the sources or to their angular localiZation or 
goniometry. FIG. 9 illustrates Wherein the method comprises 
at least the steps of: (802) receiving a mixture of cyclosta 
tionary and cycloergodic signals from independent sources; 
(804) generating an asymptotically unbiased and consistent 
estimator of a cyclic correlation matrix for centered observa 
tions of cyclostationary and cycloergodic signals; (806) gen 
erating an asymptotically unbiased and consistent estimator 
of a cyclic covariance matrix for non-centered observations of 
cyclostationary and cycloergodic signals; and (808) perform 
ing angular localiZation on the received signals using the at 
least one nth order estimator. 

FIG. 3 gives a diagrammatic vieW of an exemplary receiver 
comprising, for example, N reception sensors (11, 12, 13, 14) 
each connected to several inputs of a processing device 2 such 
as a processor adapted to executing the steps of the method 
described here beloW. 

Before describing various alternative modes of implemen 
tation of the method according to the invention, We shall 
describe the Way to obtain the estimators, for example sec 
ond-order or fourth-order estimators, as Well as the detection 
of the cyclic frequencies. 

Modelling of the Signal 
It is assumed that an antenna With N sensors receives a 

noise-ridden mixture from P (PEN) narroW-band (NB) and 
statistically independent sources. On the basis of these 
assumptions, the vector, x(t) of the complex envelopes of the 
output signals from the sensors is Written, at the instant t, as 
folloWs: 
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60 

Where b(t) is the noise vector, assumed to be centered, sta 
tionary, circular and spatially White, mp(t), Afu, (pp and ap 
correspond respectively to the complex, narroW-band (NB), 
cyclostationary and potentially non-centered envelope (deter 
ministic as the case may be), to the residue of the carrier, to the 
phase and to the directional vector of the source p, mc(t) is the 
vector Whose components are the signals mPc(t)$mp(t) exp[j 
(2J'cAfDt+q)p)] and A is the matrix (N><P) Whose columns are 
the vectors ap. 

Statistics of the Observations 

First Order Statistics 

In the general case of cyclostationary and non-centered 
sources, the ?rst-order statistics of the vector x(t), given by 
(l), are Written as folloWs: 

Where ep(t), epc(t) and emc(t) are the mathematical expectation 
values respectively of mp(t), mpc(t) and mc(t). The vectors 
ei(t)~and epc(t) accept a Fourier series decomposition, and We 
0 ta1n: 

Where 

are the sets of the cyclic frequencies VP and ypc respectively of 
ep(t) and epc(t), 

v v c epp and 6;)? 

are the cyclic mean values respectively mp(t) and mpc(t), 
de?ned by 

(4) 

(5) 
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Where the symbol 

corresponds to the operation of taking the temporal mean in 
continuous time f(t) on an in?nite horiZon of observation. 
Consequently, the vectors emc(t) and ex(t) also accept a Fou 
rier series decomposition and, by using (2) and (3), We get: 

Where 

1 _ l P. - Ulspspirpc} 

is the set of the cyclic frequencies y of emc(t) and ex(t), 

v emc 

and 

v v ex and ex 

are respectively the cyclic means of mc(t) and x(t), de?ned by: 

Assuming these conditions, the (quasi)-cyclostationary 
vector x(t) can be decomposed into the sum of a deterministic 
and (quasi)-periodic part ex(t) and a (quasi)-cyclostationary, 
centered, random part Ax(t) such that: 

Ax(l)§.x(l)—eX(l):AAmC(l)+b(l) (10) 

Where Amc(t)$mc(t)—emc(t) is the centered vector of the 
source signals, With components Ampc(t) 
gmpc(t)—epc(t):Amp(t) emmfpp'q’p) Where Amp(t)émp(t)—ep(t). 
Special Cases 
By Way of an indication, ep(t):0 for a digitally and linearly 

modulated source p, Which is centered. HoWever, eP(t)#0 for 
a deterministic (carrier) source p as Well as for certain digi 
tally and non-linearly modulated sources such as CPFSKs 
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6 
With integer index, Whose complex envelope is Written as 
folloWs: 

n 

Where Tp corresponds to the symbol duration of the source, 
J'IZPA<E[ lmp(t)l2] >6 is the mean poWer of the source p received 
by an omnidirectional sensor, the 

are the transmitted MP-ary symbols, assumed to be i.i.d and 
taking their values in the alphabet :1, :3, . . . :(MP—l), 
Where MP is generally a poWer of 2, Rectp(t) is the rectangular 
pulse With an amplitude l and a duration TP, f dPéhP/2Tp is the 
frequency deviation, hp is the index of modulation of the 
source and 6p”, Which corresponds to the accumulation of all 
the symbols up to the instant (n—l)Tp, is de?ned by: 

A nil (l 2) 

0p. = 2m. T. Z a? 

For MP-ary symbols, the associated CPFSK source is called 
an MP-CPFSK source. For this type of source, the set F; of 
the ?rst-order cyclic frequencies of the source p is Written as 

Second-Order Statistics 

Based on the above assumptions (non-centered, cyclosta 
tionary sources), the second-order statistics of the observa 
tions are characteriZed by the tWo correlation matrices Rxé(t, 
'C) for 6:1 and €:—l, dependent on the current time t and 
de?ned by: 

Where 6:11, With the convention xléx and x_15x*, * is the 
complex conjugation operation, 6(.) is the Kronecker sym 
bol, T signi?es transposed, 112(1) is the correlation function of 
the noise on each sensor, I is the identity matrix, the matrix 
Rmc€(t, t)5E[mc(t) mc(t—"c)ET] introduces the ?rst and second 
correlation matrices of the vector mc(t). 

In the general case of non-centered cyclostationary sources 
using (10) in (14), the matrix Rxé(t, '5) takes the folloWing 
form: 
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Where RAxé(t, '5) introduces the ?rst and second matrices of 
covariance of x(t) or of correlation of Ax(t) , de?ned by 

(1 +e)I (16) 

Where RAMCQQ, 'c)A E[A’"c(t) Amc(t—'c)€T] de?nes the ?rst and 
second matrices of covariance of mc(t) such that: 

RmCEUJFRAm(lJ)+@mC(l)@mC(l—T)‘T (17) 

Using (1), (l 0) and the assumption of statistical independence 
of the sources in (16), We get: 

(18) 
RAxs (I) T) = 

Where rApé(t, 'c)$E[AmP(t) Amp(t—'c)é], rApc€(t, 'c)$E[AmPc€(t) 
Ampc(t—'c)é]. From the expressions (2) and (18) a neW Writing 
of the expression (15) is ?nally deduced and is given by: 

RX, (1, T) = (19) 

p:l p11 (1:1 

For cyclostationary sources, the functions of covariance 
rAPc€(t, 'c), lépéP, and hence the matrices RAMCQQ, 'C) and 
RAXEQ, 'c) are (quasi-) or polyperiodic functions of the time t 
accepting a Fourier series decomposition, and We get: 

is the set of the cyclic frequencies otApcéof 

is the set of cyclic frequencies otAxéofRAxé?, 'c), the quantities 

“A cs rApES (T) 
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8 
de?ne the ?rst (éI-l) and second (6:1) functions of cyclic 
covariance of mpc(t) While the matrices 

Rigs (T) 

de?ne the ?rst and second matrices of cyclic covariance of 
x(t), respectively de?ned by 

a * 27m 1 

Tim, AP“ (T)= wiped), T)T: ’ AW >6 (22> 

Amcs 

de?nes the ?rst and second matrices of cyclic covariance of 
mc(t). Using the expressions (7) and (21) in (15), We get 

Which shoWs that the matrices Rxé(t, I) accept a Fourier series 
decomposition 

8] awe I'LL 

Where 

P981 = (aw) = F1151 () (FioJi) 

is the set of the cyclic frequencies 0t,CE of 

RXSU, T), 13051“; :{11 = y +sw Where 7 6 Fl, w 6 Fl}, 

the matrices 

R358 (T) 
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are the ?rst (éI-l) and second (e:+l) matrices of cyclic 
correlation of x(t), de?ned by 

Riga) = < Rum, 0812mm’ >6 = (26) 

A Warm” + 11m 6%) 6(1 + o1 

Where 

RZXCaT) 

de?nes the ?rst and second matrices of cyclic correlation of 
mc(t). In particular, for the Zero cyclic frequency, the matrix 

R? (T) 

corresponds to the temporal mean in t, Rxé("c), de Rxé(t, '5) 
Which is Written, using (14), 

Where, using (1 7), the matrix RmcE('c)$<Rmc€(t, 'c)>c is Written 

Empirical Estimator of the Second-Order Statistics 
In practice, the second-order statistics of the observations 

are unknown in principle and must be estimated by the taking 
the temporal mean on a ?nite period of observation, on the 
basis ofa number K of samples x(k) (l ékéK), ofthe obser 
vation vector x(t), using the property of ergodicity of these 
samples in the stationary case and of cycloergodicity of these 
samples in the cyclostationary case. If Te denotes the sam 
pling period, the estimation of the cyclic correlation matrix 

RZAT) 

for "FlTe, Which corresponds to a matrix of cumulants only 
for centered observations, is done only by means of the esti 
mator 

IAQLHTEXK) 

quali?ed as empirical and de?ned by 

The method according to the invention comprises, for 
example, a novel step to determine a second-order estimator. 
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10 
Novel Estimator of the Second-Order Cyclic Cumulants of 
the Observations 

In the presence of non-centered observations, the matrices 
of correlation of the observations Rx€(t, 'C) no longer corre 
spond to the matrices of covariance or of second-order cumu 
lants of the observations, as indicated by the expression (1 5). 
This is also the case With the matrices of cyclic correlation, 

R358 (T). 

de?ned by (26) Which, for non-centered observations, no 
longer correspond to the matrices of covariance or matrices of 
second-order cyclic cumulants 

R21: (T). 

de?ned by (22) for amid“. Thus, an el?cient operation of 
the second-order separators F1 and P2 With respect to the 
potentially non-centered cyclostationary sources can be 
obtained only by making use of the information contained in 
the matrices 

R21: (T) 

rather than in the matrices 

Thus, in as much as, for cyclostationary and cycloergodic 
sources, the empirical estimator (29) is an asymptotically 
unbiased and consistent estimator of the matrix of cyclic 
correlation 

RZSUTE), 

another estimator is used for non-centered observations. This 
other estimator is aimed at making an asymptotically unbi 
ased and consistent estimation of the matrix of cyclic cova 
riance 

From the expressions (24) and (25), We deduce the expres 
sion of the matrix of cyclic covariance 

as a function of that of 

RZSUTE), 
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given by 

RZXSUTE) : RZSUTE) _ Z eaiwserxusTei?muslTe 
MEI-i 

Thus, the estimation of the matrix of cyclic covariance 

RZXSUTE) 

is made from the estimator 

IAQZXSMTEW 

de?ned by 

MEI-i 

Where 

is de?ned by (29) and Where 

is de?ned by 

Thus, assuming cyclostationary and cycloergodic observa 
tions, Whether centered or not, the estimator (3 l) is an asymp 
totically unbiased and consistent estimator of the matrix of 
cyclic covariance or matrix of second-order cyclic cumulants 

lnparticular, the separators F1 must exploit the estimator (31) 
for (F0 and €:—l, Written as 

immxlo, 
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12 
and de?ned by 

A A A My Am 1' ZImJIT RAXUTEXK) = RXUTEXK) — Z 6X (106; (K) B’ E 

MEI-i 

Where Rx(lTe)(K) is de?ned by (29) with (P0 and €:—l. 
According to another alternative embodiment, the method 

includes a step for determining a neW fourth-order estimator. 

Where exx[i](t):exi(t) is the component i of ex(t). The third 
order cumulants are the quantities E[Axi(t)Ax]-(t—'cl)€Axk(t— 
'52)] . Assuming that the term Tx€(t, "cl, T2)[i, j, k] is the element 
[i, N(j—l)+k] of the matrix Txé(t, '51, '52), With a dimension 
(N ><N2), We get an expression of this matrix given by: 

T” (1, T1, T2) = ATmu, n, mm @AS)” = (35> 

Two, T1, mu, mat-[a1- mil“ 

Where Tmcé(t, "c1, '52) is the matrix (PXP2) Whose coef?cients 
are the quantities T (t, t1,'c2)[i, j, k] de?ned by 

Two, T1, mu, 1: k1 = E[m;c(r)m jg (1 - T1 MC (1 - m1 = <36) 

Emmmmicu - nmmw - T2>16<i-j>6<i- k) + 

emEtAmj-cu - n fAmj-c <1 - QM; - k) + 

Etc (1 - mum-c (mm-c <1 - T1 mi - j) + 

e jg <1 - T1 fEtAmt-c (mm-c <1 - mm - k) + 

For cyclostationary sources, the matrices of third-order 
moments, Tmcé(t, '51, '52) and Txé(t, "c1, '52), are (quasi-) or 
poly-periodic functions of the time t accepting a Fourier 
series decomposition and We get: 

Where 

FP'S“ = mg} 

is the set of the cyclic frequencies vxéof Tx€(t, "c1, '52) and 
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a matrix of cyclic third-order moments of x(t), de?ned respec 
tively by 

Txvés (T1, T2) = < TXS([s T1, Tzhfi?'wxs' >6 = (33) 

“£22m, mm of)” 

Where @ corresponds to the Kronecker product. 

Fourth-Order Statistics 

Based on the above assumptions (relating to non-centered 
and cyc1ostationary signals) the fourth-order statistics of the 
observations are the fourth-order cumulants de?ned by: 

6%- (new-(r — n >41 ext (1 — mam — T3) 

Where CA (C1, (g2) and (C1, C2):(1s 1): (_1s Or (_1s Assuming that the term Qx<g(t, "cl , "c2, T3)[i, j, k, 1] is the element 

[N(i—1)+j, N(k—1)+1] ofthe matrix Qx<g(t, "c1, "c2, '53), knoWn as 
the quadricovariance matrix, With a dimension (N2><N2), We 
obtain an expression of this dimension given by: 
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Where Qmc<g(t, '51, "c2, '53) is the quadricovariance of the vector 

mc(t) whose elements are Qmcdi, j, k, 1](t, '51, "c2, '53) A Cum 

For cyc1ostationary sources, the matrices of quadricovari 

ances Qmclas T1: T2: T3) and Qxlas T1: T2: T3): are (quasi_) Or 
po1y-periodic functions of the time t accepting a Fourier 

series decomposition, and We obtain 

may (41) 

is the set of cyclic frequencies [3xtof Qx<g(t, '51, "c2, '53) and 

is a matrix of cyclic quadricovariance of x(t), de?ned respec 

tively by 

1nparticu1ar, the cyclic quadricovariance for the Zero cyc1ic 
frequency corresponds to the temporal mean in t, QXCCCI, "c2, 
'53), de Qx<g(t, "51,12, '53), Which is Written as follows: 

Where Qmct?cl, "c2, '53) is the temporal mean int of Qmc<g(t, '51, 

Novel Estimator of the Fourth-Order Cumulants of the Ob ser 

vations 

From (39) and from the Fourier series decomposition of the 

statistics appearing in this expression, We deduce the expres 

sion of the element [i, j, k, 1 ] of the matrix of cyclic quadri 
covariance 
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in the general case of non-centered observations, given by: 

M5101, mum; 11k, 11- Z {ellilTfgym -T3, T2 Jon, 1: kle’?w’m + <43) 
791'; 

e; m“ Tégmm, mu: k, liwmml + 

61 [I] Tfgym, mu, 1: klwm } - 

merger] 

MEI-LL11 

where TX; (I, n, mm: M] i Etxmxm — nf‘xk (1 — ma], 

. . A . . a 

T5; (T1, mu, 1, k1 = < Tm, T1, mu, 1, kle 12"” >6, 

In particular, the matrix of cyclic quadricovariance 
exploited by the separators of the family F3 corresponds to 55 
the matrix Qxt??cl, "c2, "53) for [3:0‘Q:(—1, —1) and ("51, "c2, 
t3):(0, 0, 0) and its element QXCBCCI, "c2, T3)[i, j, k, l], denoted 
as Qx[i, j, k, l], is Written: 

Qxli, 11k, 1] i < QXU, 0, 0, 0m; M, 11 >6 = Mi’ti, 11k, 11 - (44) 
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Thus, the estimation of the matrix of cyclic quadricovari- is made on the basis of the estimator 
ance 

25 

Q2012, 122, 13mm; 11k, 11 

de?ned by: 

(255mm, 1m, 13ml; 1', k, 1100 = Mime, 1m, 13ml; 1; k, 11(10 

2 {El WW7”: W1 - 13m, (12 - 13mm, 1', WOWMWTE + 
yel'i 

@1 W041 if (122, 13 mi, k, lluow?mlln + 

(45) 
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-continued 

@Z [mow/roll 197W“ 

20 

yer; Mel-i 6GP; 

Where 

M54012, 122, 1mm; 11k, [100 

is de?ned by the expression: 

M54012, 122, 13mm; 11k, 11<1o= (46) 

given in the reference [5] and Where 

@Zmuo, irfsumi, 1100, 

time, 12ml‘, j, [100 and time 12ml‘, 1', 1100 

are de?ned respectively by (47), (48), (49) and (50). 

l K (47) 
@1 [i100 A E2 xiuowmm 

I<:l 

All 1 K (48) 

Rxsumi, 1100A EZxA/omk - WWW” 
I<:l 

la 1 K (49) 

new TE, 12ml; 1', 11(10 AEZ xt-uoxjrk - 108 w - 1581mm 
I<:l 

(50) 

Thus, assuming cyclostationary and cycloergodic observa 
tions, centered or non-centered, the estimator (45) is an 
asymptotically unbiased and consistent estimator of the ele 
ment 
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Qfguln, 122, 13mm‘, 11k, 1]. 

In particular, the separators F3 must exploit theAestimator (45) 
for [3:0, <Q:(—l, —l) and ll:l2:l3:0, denoted Qx[i, j, k, l](K) 
and de?ned by: 

Qxli, 11k, Irma/Win, 11k, 1100- (51) 

@ZUrKrTIu, k, 1100 + éltkrKr?ti, j, 1100} — 

Where l\A/lxo[i, j, k, l] (K) is de?ned by (46) (de?ned here above) 
With [3:0, ll:l2:l3:0, <Q:(—l, —l), Txy?, j, l] (K) is de?ned by 
(49) With (H, 11:1,:0, 6:4, R?i, j] and @011, j] are 
de?ned by (29) With 1:0 and respectively €:—l and e:+l. 
As indicated here above and as can be seen from the pre 

vious estimators, the method according the invention also 
comprises a step in Which the second-order estimator is cor 
rected by using cyclic frequencies Which have to be detected 
a priori. The folloWing detailed example is given in the case of 
a detection of the ?rst-order cyclic frequencies. 

Detector of the First-Order Cyclic Frequencies 
The detection of the ?rst-order cyclic frequencies of the 

observations y by a detector of cyclic frequencies and the 
constitution of an estimate, 
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of the set, 

Fl X, 

of the cyclic frequencies y are done, for example, by comput 
ing the following standardized criterion: 

1 (52) 

With 9, = 

K 

It may be recalled that xn(t) is the signal received at the nth 
sensor. The estimator exy[n] (K) may be computed in an opti 
mized Way for K cyclic frequencies (XkIK/(K Te) (Oéké K-l) 
by an FFT (a Fast Fourier Transformation) on the temporal 
samples xn((k+kO)Te) such that OékéK-l. The criterion 
V(01) is standardized betWeen 0 and 1 because Yx represents 
the temporal mean of the mean poWer of the signal on the set 
of sensors. It being known that, on the assumption that 
xn(kTe) is a Gaussian noise, the criterion V(01) approximately 
folloWs a chi-2 relationship, the folloWing detection test is 
deduced therefrom: 

The frequency 01 is a cyclic frequency y” of E[x(t)]: 
V(ot)>:u(pfot) 

The frequency 01 is not a cyclic frequency: V(01)<p.(pf01) 

Where 11(pf01) is a threshold as a function of the probability of 
false alarm pfot 

The rest of the description gives several alternative modes 
of implementation of the method for the separation of statis 
tically independent, stationary or cyclostationary sources. 
The associated separators are respectively called F'l, F'2, F'3 
and F'4. 

Proposed Second-Order Separators 

Separators F1‘ 
The separators of the family F1‘ are self-learning second 

order separators implementing the folloWing operations: 

Whitening Step 
The detection of the ?rst-order cyclic frequencies of the 

observations y by any detector of cyclic frequencies and 
the constitution of an estimate, 

of the set, 

P1 

of the cyclic frequencies y. 
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22 
The estimation of the matrix RAX(O) by RAX(O)(K) de?ned 

by (33) and (32) for 1:0 on the basis of a given number 
K of samples. 

The detection of the number of sources P from the decom 
position of RAX(O)(K) into eigen elements. (All the non 
deterministic sources are detected). 

The computation of the Whitening matrix of the observa 
tions, T, Where T§AS_1/2 US, With a dimension (P><N), 
Where AS is the diagonal matrix (P><P) of the P greatest 
ei gen values of B A,C(0)(K)—7tmin I, kmin is the minimum 
eigen value of RAX(O)(K) and Us is the matrix of associ 
ated eigen vectors. We Write z(t) ATx(t). (The directional 
vectors of the non-deterministic sources are orthonor 

malized). 
Identi?cation Step 

Choice of Q values of non-zero delays, lq, (l éqéQ). 
For each value, lq, of the delay, estimation of the matrix of 

averaged second-order cumulants of the observations, 
RAx(lqTe), by RAx(lqTe)(K) de?ned by (33), (29) and 
(32) 

Computation of the matrices RAZ(lqTe)(K) éjRAx(lqTe)(K) 
Tland self-leamed identi?cation of the directional vec 
tors of the Whitened sources by maximization, With 
respect to U$(u1, u2, . . . up), of the criterion 

Q P 

wwmiilwilrzmmlz 
17:1 1:1 

given in the reference [7] Where Rz('cq) is replaced by 
RAZ(lqTe)(K). The solution matrix U is denoted And‘ and 
conta1ns an estimate of the Whitened directional vectors of the 
non-deterministic sources. 

Filter 
The computation of an estimate of the matrix of the direc 

tAionalA vectors of the non-deterministic source AMIUS 
Asl/2Andi 

The extraction of the non-deterministic sources by any 
spatial ?lAtering of the observations constructed on the 
basis of And. 

Processing of the Deterministic Sources 
The construction of the orthogonal projector on the space 

orthogonal to the columns of And: Proj:l—And 
tAnjAndrlAnj 

The implementation of the SOBI algorithm [3] on the basis 
of the observations v(t)$ Proj x(t) to identify the direc 
tional vectors of the deterministic sources and extract 
them. 

Separators F2‘ 
The separators of the family F2‘ are second-order self 

leaming separators implementing the folloWing operations: 

Whitening Step 
The detection of the ?rst order cyclic frequencies of the 

observations y by any unspeci?ed detector of cyclic fre 
quencies and the constitution of an estimate, 

pl 

of the set, 

1 FX, 

of the cyclic frequencies y. 
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The estimation of the matrix RAX(O) by RAX(O)(K) de?ned 
by (33) and (32) for 1:0 from a given number of samples 
K 

The detection of the number of sources P from the decom 
position into eigen elements of RAX(O)(K). (all the non 
deterministic sources are detected). 

Identi?cation Step 
The computation of the Whitening matrix of the observa 

tions, T, Where TAASAQ US, With a dimension (P><N), 
Where AS is the diagonal matrix (P><P) of the P biggest 
eigen values of RAX(O)(K)—7tmin l, kmin is the minimal 
eigen value of RAX(O)(K) and Us is the matrix of the 
associated eigen vectors. We Write Z(t)$Tx(t). (The 
directional vectors of the non-deterministic sources are 

orthonormaliZed). 
The detection of the second-order cyclic frequencies of the 

observations [9], oté, for €:—l and e:+l by any detector 
of cyclic frequencies and constitution of the estimates, 

A 1,1 and FL 1, 

the sets respectively, TXU’ ‘11 and TXU’ 1], the cyclic frequen 
cies respectively of the ?rst and second matrices of correla 
tion of the observations. 

The choice of an arbitrary number of pairs (otm, em) 
(1 éméM) such that, for each of these pairs, at least one 
source possesses the second-order cyclic frequency otm 
for a matrix of correlation indexed by em. 

For each pair (am, em), (léméM): 
The choice of an arbitrary number QM of delays, 1m q, 

(1 éqéQm) 
For each value of the delay, 1m q (l éqéQm), 
The estimation of the matrix of second-order cyclic 

cumulants of the Whitened observations, 

Aam Rig," (1mm. by Riumumqmm 

de?ned by (31), (29), (32) With the index Z instead of x. 
The detection of the number of non-deterministic 

sources Pwm, Em) having the second-order cyclic fre 
quency otm, for the matrix of correlation indexed by 
em. This detection test may consist of a search for the 
maximum rank of the signal space of the matrices 

RAZQ, “mm(lmqTe)(K). 13mm, Em) denotes the unit matrix 
(P><P(am, Em), obtained by SVD of the previous matri 
ces, Whose columns generate the space generated by 
the Whitened directional vectors associated With the 
sources having the second-order cyclic frequency, 
otm, for the matrix of correlation indexed by em. 

Reduction of dimension: We Write v(t)éfl(am, €m)lZ(t), 
With a dimension (Pwm, ém)><l) and carry out a com 
putation, for each delay 1m q (l éqéQm), of the matri 
ces 

The self-learned identi?cation of the doubly Whitened 
directional vectors associated With the pair (am, em) 
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24 
by maximization in relation to U$(u1, u2, . . . , 

upmm, EW0), of the criterion 

given in the reference [7] Where Rz("cq) is replaced by 

The solution matrix U is Written as Andwm, am)‘ and contains 
an estimate of the doubly Whitened directional vectors of the 
non-deterministic sources associated With the pair (am, em). 

Filter 

The computation of an estimate of the matrix of the direc 
tional vectors of the non-deterministic sources associ 

ated With the pair (am, em): Andmm, EMIIAJSIAXSUZ 
U(0tm, Em)AVld(OLm, em)‘ 

The concatenation of the matrices Andwm, m) for all the 
pairs (otm, em), (1 éméM). We obtain the matrix (N ><P) 
of A” d of the directional vectors of the non-deterministic 
sources. 

The extraction of the non-deterministic sources by any 
sApatial ?ltering of the observations constructed from 
And. 

Processing of the Deterministic Sources 
The construction of the orthogonal projector on the space 

orthogonal to the columns of And: ProFl-And 
[A.;A.d1-1A.; 

The implementation of the SOBI algorithm [3] from the 
observations W(t)$ Proj x(t) to identify the directional 
vectors of the deterministic sources and extract them. 

Proposed Fourth-Order Separators 

Separators F3‘ 
The separators of the family F3‘ are fourth-order self-leam 

ing separators implementing the folloWing operations: 

Whitening Step 
The detection of the ?rst-order cyclic frequencies of the 

observations y by any detector of cyclic frequencies and 
the constitution of an estimate, 

X, 

of the set, 

Fl X, 

of the cyclic frequencies y. 
The detection of the second-order cyclic frequencies of the 

observations, oté, for €:—l and e:+l by any detector of 
cyclic frequencies and the constitution of the estimates, 
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1,41 1,1 Ii land Ii 1, 

of the sets respectively, 
P [1’ “Hand 

of the cyclic frequencies respectively of the ?rst and second 
matrices of correlation of the observations. 

The estimation of the matrix R Ax(O) by RAX(O)(K) de?ned 
by (53) and (52) for 1:0 from a given number of samples 
K 

The detection of the number of sources P from the decom 
position of RAX(O)(K) into eigen elements. (All the non 
deterministic sources are detected). 

The computation of the Whitening matrix of the observa 
tions, T, Where TAASAQ US, With a dimension (P><N), 
where [\S is the diagonal matrix (P><P) of the P greatest 
eigen values of R Ax(O) (K)—7tmin I, kmin is the minimum 
eigen value of RAX(O)(K) and Us is the matrix of associ 
ated eigen vectors. We Write Z(t)$Tx(t). (The directional 
vectors of the non-deterministic sources are orthonor 

maliZed). 
Identi?cation Step 

The estimation of the quadricovariance, Q2, of the vector 
Z(t) by the expressions (51), (29), (49), (2) and (32) With 
the index Z instead of x. A 

The decomposition into eigen elements of Q2 and the esti 
mation of the P eigen matrices M21. (1 éiéP) associated 
With the P eigen values of higher-value moduli. 

The joint diagonaliZation of the P eigen matrices MZZ. 
Weighted by the associated eigen values and the obtain 
ing of the matrix of the Whitened directional vectors of 
the non-deterministic sources And‘. 

Filter 
The computation of an estimate of the matrix of the direc 

tional vectors of the non-deterministic sources AMIUS 
A 1/2 A d1 

The extraction of the non-deterministic sources by any 
sApatial ?ltering of the observations constructed from 
And. 

Processing of the Deterministic Sources 
The construction of the orthogonal projector on the space 

orthogonal to the columns of And: ProFl-And 
[AJAMTIAMT 

The implementation of the algorithm JADE [4] from the 
observations v(t)AProj x(t) to identify the directional 
vectors of the deterministic sources and extract them. 

Separators F4‘ 
The separators of the family F4‘ are fourth-order self-leam 

ing separators associated With the reference [8] implementing 
the folloWing operations: 

Whitening Step 
The detection of the ?rst-order cyclic frequencies of the 

observations y by any detector of cyclic frequencies and 
the constitution of an estimate 

A1 

PX, 

of the set, 

26 

P1 

of the cyclic frequencies y. 
The detection of the second-order cyclic frequencies of the 

observations, oté, for €:—l and e:+l by any detector of 
10 cyclic frequencies and the constitution of the estimates, 

@141 and F5“ 

15 

of the sets respectively, 

1,41 1,1 20 FL 1 and FL 1, 

of the cyclic frequencies respectively of the ?rst and second 
matrices of correlation of the observations. 

The estimation of the matrix R Ax(O) by RAX(O)(K) de?ned 
by (33) and (32) for 1:0 from a given number of samples 
K. 

The detection of the number of sources P from the decom 
position of RAX(O)(K) into eigen elements. (All the non 
deterministic sources are detected). 

The computation of the Whitening matrix of the observa 
tions, T, Where T£A§U2 Us, With a siZe (P><N), Where [\S 
is the diagonal matrix (P><P) of the P greatest eigen 
values of R Ax(0)(K)->\.IIT\TI1 I, kmin is the minimum eigen 
value of RAX(O)(K) and Us is the matrix of the associated 
eigen vectors. We Write Z(t) A T x(t). (The directional 
vectors of the non-deterministic sources are orthonor 

maliZed). 
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Identi?cation Step 
The choice ofa triplet (otm, em, lmq) 
The estimation of the matrix of second-order cyclic cumu 

lants of the Whitened observations, 
45 

m A am 

RZZSm (1mm). by RAW (1mg MK) 

de?ned by (31), (29), (32). 
The computation of a unit matrix flwm?m?el. . 

Where (Pwm, éMEP) corresponds to the number of non 
Zero eigen values of 

55 
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associated With the Pwm, Em) highest eigen values. 








